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A new beginning for ALYS !
The journey in Japan of our team ended last week, after two months made up of
numerous meetings !
Joffrey, who also represented Vocaloid.fr as his external communication manager, thus met
numerous people, and started partnerships which, we hope, will make it possible to strengthen
the links between the western creative community and the Asian one, especially in Japan. We
will do our best so that those friendly bonds end up into wonderful project!
Our opinion, with VoxWave, is that the Vocaloid phenomenon, in Europe and America, is
above all a creative community, which gathers together all creators using voice synthesis for
music, and more generally virtual singers.
It is not the same everywhere: our numerous discussions taught us that in Japan, it focuses
particularly on singing voice synthesis, and not around the universe made up by virtual singers.
The point is that our project, since the very beginning and above everything, is a participative
project, which aims at creating and involving a creative community in the birth of ALYS. Through
your love for ALYS, you contribute to make her come to exist! And it is thanks to you that we
keep advancing, every day, step by step, to provide you the best voice synthesis.
That is why we had to reorient our research to find a high-quality technology, which would be
adapted to the promotion of a virtual singer for everyone.
That is why we are glad to announce you that an agreement in principle has been found
with the representatives of CeVIO project, so as to give ALYS a voice provided by their
technology! ALYS will thus be able not only to sing and speak in French and Japanese, but also
to speak in those two languages. This is a premiere for the creative community!
CeVIO Creative Studio is a recent (2013) voice synthesis software. It enables an intuitive
and high quality voice synthesis, for now only in Japanese (a question which should be solved
when ALYS is released).
The great novelty of this software lies in the association of singing voice synthesis to speech
synthesis. Numerous users in Japan use it already, for original and high quality songs !
Moreover, it proposes a freeware, CeVIO Creative Studio Free, which will enable any user to try
and compose with ALYS, whatever their level is!
Our wish, with this new beginning, is to see amateur as well as professionals, Frenchspeaking people as well as Japanese-speaking ones, meeting in the common creation of a
musical, artistic, emotional universe around ALYS. Through her, we can make boundaries fall, a
preoccupation dear to our heart!

That is why we hope you will appreciate this new orientation given to the project, which
offers very promising news as regards its future, and will even offer to the less experienced the
possibility to make their debut on the creative scene !
That being said, the amount to gather to start this development is very high, much more
than our original forecasts. Thus, we cannot announce a release date for now. We are thinking
of the best way to gather this amount without compromising with the integrity of the project!
So as to convince more sponsors to support our initiative, and to gather funds to fund
this project, we announce to you today that a prototype of ALYS, on another software, is
currently being developed.
It will not be publicly released, but will make it possible to make songs for ALYS, which will be
published, once ready. Numerous producers have indeed expressed their interest for ALYS, and
we will be happy to broadcast the result of that collaboration as soon as possible!
Once more, your support was decisive in overcoming that step, and we want to thank
you for that !
Those two months spent in Japan have been silent, yet very fruitful, and we hope you will like as
much as we do this new beginning for ALYS, which is very promising for the whole creative
community !

New beginning means new links and here they are. To keep up on ALYS and VoxWave news,
don't forget to check the following links !
 VoxWave Facebook
 ALYS Facebook
 VoxWave Twitter
 VoxWave Website (Newsletter registration is available)
 Mail : contact@voxwave.fr

